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BACKGROUND 
Good urban design is a crucial ingredient to promote quality of life in cities, economic prosperity, social 
cohesion, environmental responsibility and cultural values. The URBAN MAESTRO session “Soft-power in 
the governance of urban design: a new approach for achieving quality in cities” explored innovative ways 
of generating urban spatial quality by focusing on the "soft power" modalities of urban design governance: 
those approaches where public authorities act in a semi-formal or informal capacity as enablers or brokers 
rather than through regulatory or direct investment powers. It displayed examples of applied soft-power 
strategies in countries of the European Union, Colombia, Rwanda and South Africa, and engaged a 
structured dialogue with the audience, questioning the effectiveness of informal urban design governance 
tools in shaping urban places through enhancing a collective culture of good urban design.  

 

Agenda 
Welcome & Introduction 

Cecilia Bertozzi, UN-Habitat 
 
Urban Maestro: new governance strategies for urban design in Europe 
How do cities generate urban spatial quality by using the “soft power” modalities of urban design 
governance?  

Kristiaan Borret, Brussels bouwmeester maitre architecte (BMA) - BE        
Matthew Carmona, University College of London (UCL) - UK 
Tommaso Gabrieli, University College of London (UCL) - UK 

                               
Exploring urban design governance approach in other contexts  
 Evolving public space in South Africa- Karina Landman, University of Pretoria, South Africa 

The Green Kigali experience- Liliane Uwanziga Mupende, Kigali, Rwanda 
The Medellin model - Alejandro Restrepo Montoya, former City Architect, Medellín, Colombia 
The SDG project assessment tool in Asian cities - Pinar Caglin, UN-Habitat 

                   
Panel debate with speakers and audience 
How relevant is urban design governance to emerging economies, developing countries and humanitarian 
crisis areas, with which tools (formal or informal) and which means of finance? 

Moderated by Frederic Saliez, UN-Habitat 
 
Urban Design Governance from the perspective of the European Commission  

Arnoldas Milukas, Head of Unit “Horizon 2020 Environment & Resources” Executive Agency for 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME), European Commission 
Philippe Froissard, deputy head of Unit, European Commission, DG Research & Innovation, Unit 
RTD D2. “Future urban and mobility systems” 
 

Participants 
Approximatively 50 people, beside the speakers, attended the session. Among the audience were the 
representatives of the European Commission (EASME and DG Research), JPI Urban Europe and the 
formal Mayor of Medellin.  
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Part 1. The presentations 
 

The session was organized in two parts:  
1. First, there were 7 short presentations, introducing the concept of soft-power” modalities 

for the governance of urban design, and illustrating relevant examples from Europe as 
well as from other contexts (South Africa, Rwanda, Colombia) 

2. Secondly, a panel discussion between all the speakers and with the audience 
 

The session concluded by two presentations from the European Commission, explaining how the 
Commission supports research and innovation in the field of urban design governance. 
 
 
 
One of the purposes of the session was to activate co-learning with the participants, seeking feedback and 
collecting suggestion for relevant case studies at the global level; therefore, during the welcome words, 
Cecilia Bertozzi (UN-Habitat) explained the organization of the session and warmly encouraged the 
audience to join the discussion in the second part of the session. 
 
 
The first three speakers were from the URBAN MAESTRO team and explained the scope and preliminary 
results of the project. 
 
Matthew Carmona, the first speaker, explained the concept of Urban Design Governance and the 
challenge of delivering quality. The existing tools of urban design governance were illustrated, and a 
categorization of the tools was proposed. 

Kristiaan Borret, the first speaker, presented some European successful examples of the use of “soft-
powers” to generate urban spatial quality. He presented his own role as Brussels bouwmeester, the use of 
temporary occupation as a prefiguration tool in Grands Voisins, Paris (France), the design review panels 
of the Baukollegium in Zurich (Switzerland), and the Place Standard tool in Scotland which links urban 
quality and health and well-being. 
“Many cities experience an increasing social diversity: the governance of the urban design has to 
be a reflection of this reality”, Kristiaan said. 

The last speaker from the URBAN MAESTRO team, Tommaso Gabrieli, introduced the importance of the 
financial dimension and the different tools available to the public administration, presenting some cases of 
innovative financing models. 
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The second group of speakers presented cases from non-European contexts, to conduct a first 
exploration of informal urban design governance tools in developing and emerging contexts, 
questioning both their relevance and transferability across cultural divides. 
 
 
Karina Landman, Professor at the University of Pretoria South Africa, focused on the evolution of 
modalities of production and management of public spaces in South Africa. Through the examples of 
Joubert Park and Tozoka Park in Johannesburg, and Groenkloof Park and Kameeldraft informal settlement 
in Pretoria, she illustrated the significant changes that are taking place in the nature and use of public 
spaces, as well as in their management through formal and informal interaction between various public, 
private and community stakeholders. Negotiation processes are often used to bring all the actors together 
and coordinate a common decision/action.  
As a conclusion, she highlighted the potential of the soft power of governance in urban design to increase 
resilience and regeneration in public space, and the danger of over-regulation as a counterforce to 
command and control the governance of public space: 
“to address the challenges of evolving societies and behaviors, of the relation between formality 
and informality, of multi-actors engagements], we need to create complex adaptive systems, we 
need to think through the changes: we need an evolution of places AND people.”  

 

 
 
 
 
Liliane Uwanziga Mupende is an urban & regional planner from Kigali, Rwanda. As a former director of 
the Urban Planning department of Kigali, she took place to the creation of the Kigali Master Plan 2050, 
which was supported by a participatory process with focused groups, technical meetings, stakeholders 
meeting and a public exhibition. She explained that the participatory process helped to identify the key 
challenges, which led to the definition of shared founding principles for the new plan. 
 
Liliane also gave an example of how urban upgrading can take into account the views and habits of the 
inhabitants of informal settlements and accommodate them into a new project, flexible enough to transform 
the existing situation, instead of replacing it; the community engagement system of Umuganda was a great 
asset in this process. 
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Finally, she briefly illustrated the Green City Kigali, Rwanda’s pilot towards green urbanization, which 
addresses sustainability targets through community engagement and great attention in empowering low-
income groups: 
“Sometimes we need to go outside typical law/rules regulations and use soft-power tools to achieve 
tangible results and make sure we incorporate the community’s inputs.” L. Mupende, Kigali, Rwanda  
 

 

 
Alejandro Restrepo Montoya, former City Architect of Medellin, illustrated the Medellin model, explained 
how the city administration put in place a visionary model and was able to transform the most dangerous 
city in the world into a built environment of high quality, by connecting deprived areas of the city to the 
center and investing in culture and education in these areas, by creating and improving accessible public 
spaces: 
“From their problems, the society in Medellín has found a way through education, culture, and 
solidarity.” 
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Pinar Caglin, an urban planner from UN-Habitat headquarters in Nairobi, made very interesting exercise 
by presenting the actions carried on by the SDG Project Assessment Tool, that the team developed within 
the Global future cities program, through the categories of tools as defined by Urban Maestro project. 
 
The most interesting conclusion is that this highly interesting and (hopefully) very effective tool is actually 
applying several of the tools’ categories defined by Urban Maestro, which could lead to the conclusion that 
a mix of tools is needed to achieve high-quality processes and deliver high-quality projects. 
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Urban Design Governance from the perspective of the European Commission 
 
 
In the closing of the session, Arnoldas Milukas, Head of Unit “Horizon 2020 Environment & Resources”, 
explained how EASME is supporting research and innovation in the field of urban design governance, 
while Philippe Froissard, Deputy Head of Unit, DG Research & Innovation Unit “Future urban and mobility 
systems”, illustrated the opportunities for future R&I actions on sustainable cities. 
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Part 2. The debate 
 

The debate that followed case studies presentation, moderated by Frédéric Saliez (UN-Habitat), 
highlighted the following key points: 
 
- Whilst formal regulations are necessary to set expectations, they are poor at encouraging the delivery 

of good design.  The cases that were presented confirmed the effectiveness in going beyond rules and 
regulations for addressing intricate issues such as urban design.  There is an obvious need to use 
formal and informal mechanisms of urban design governance in a positive manner. 
 

- Examples from South Africa showed situations where the public authority seems to hesitate between 
a general "laisser-faire" and the adoption of strict control measures, both proving relatively ineffective.  
In a few cases and at the initiative of a local community (apparently not from the most marginalized 
groups) or the private sector, the public authority has entered into a congratulation of public space 
and/or public facilities development. However, this government action seems mostly reactive and not 
governed by any pre-established model or supported by any guidance.  In such circumstances, the 
need is for the hard powers of the state not to stifle the bottom-up initiatives of communities and private 
stakeholders. 

 
- The transformation of cities is a gradual process. Successful cases of integrated urban transformation 

seem to have made use of a powerful combination of formal and informal approaches to urban design 
governance.  

 
The Kigali experience emphasized the fact that neither formal nor informal approaches proved 
effective if not adequately articulated with the other.  Liliana Uwanziga Mupende indicated that the 
local authority had to rethink their approach to transforming slums as they could “not do top-down, not 
do bottom-up”. 
 

- Continuity in the application of public policy is crucial, over a timeframe that extends beyond the 
standard duration of political terms in democratic systems.  
 
Political parties and leaders seem more likely to build on the work on their predecessor in cities where 
there is a consolidated urban and political culture, such as in Medellin.  Factors that influence the 
possibility of urban policy continuity would need to be investigated, including the specific contribution 
of urban governance culture in this process and the effectiveness of adopting quality culture tools to 
enhance the continuity of urban design policies. Rather than spending time re-inventing formal plans 
and associated regulations from one administration to the next, soft powers seem to allow a more 
evolutionary process focused on quality. 

 
- In the example of Kigali, engagement with the community is facilitated by an instituted mechanism that 

promotes regular voluntary collective works, allowing inhabitants to take an active role in both the 
design process and the proper construction works that it involves, known as “community days”.  The 
flexibility that informal tools (such as design guidelines and competitions) allow because of the soft 
forms of power they rely on is important in overcoming the limitations of more formal (hard power) 
mechanisms. 

 
- A distinct feature of the Medellin case is its economic model that allows reinvesting into urban 

transformation funds generated by public utility companies (water, electricity, mobility…).  The ability 
of the Mayor to engage key players without power, but with knowledge and energy - notably the 
universities - in helping to deliver his vision seems key.   

 
- Private enterprises are also seen as partners in the transformation, although both Kigali and Medellin 

question the motivation of stakeholders to adopt pro-quality behavior, as well as the specific tools that 
are used to create, stimulate or maintain such motivation. 
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- An ingredient for alignment of the wide variety of stakeholders involved in urban development seem to 

be the existence of an urban design “vision”, in the form of a structuring concept supported by images 
of what the city would look like in a foreseeable future, under the condition that such vision effectively 
crystallizes a broad collective aspiration of stakeholders. This can cut through sometimes-stifling top 
down regulation and help to fill the gaps between public and private expectations. 

 
- Such a motivating vision can take different forms. At the local level, it can materialize in visual 

representations of a city that is greener that offers more opportunities for positive social interaction 
that is more inclusive of vulnerable groups such as children and vulnerable groups.  It often focuses 
on an iconic urban public space or transportation system. 

 
- Broadly agreed political consensus such as the Agenda 2030 seems to play a similar role, however 

without the spatial design component. 
 
- The presentation on the SDG project assessment tool included an interesting attempt to categorize 

the broad range of means deployed by UN-Habitat, using the typology of urban design governance 
tools that are being developed by the project Urban Maestro. This exercise demonstrated the 
relevance of the typology in organizing a variety of public action (notably informal, soft power, tools 
such as the SDGs) into a structured analytical framework, allowing for a better understanding of what 
is being done, and potentially how it could be improved. 

 
- The emphasis is different in the Global South. There is often less emphasis on the state to deliver local 

environmental quality solutions, and instead, community-level bottom-up initiatives can be key.  
Occasionally where coherent public interest focused, the administration is available e.g. in Medellin, 
then the state can provide a strong vision that harnesses other stakeholders.  In both circumstances, 
the use of the informal tools of urban design governance using the soft powers of the state seems to 
offer greater flexibility and the potential for continuity and buy-in over time.  Such tools provide the 
means to create and deliver more coherent urban quality visions that are not stifled by an over-reliance 
on hard regulations, and that can facilitate positive initiatives from wherever it comes – communities, 
politicians, the private sector or universities. 

 
- It appears that fundamental reasons for the described use and potential success of informal tools are 

also economic and financial. Examples in Kigali show that in a context of limited public resources 
directed towards urban quality improvements, informal tools, and soft powers can liberate existing 
resources or bridging those to bottom-up initiatives. At the same time, the case of Medellin shows how 
a coherent use of public resources creating the “right incentives” for private actors and enterprises is 
key for the success of major processes of urban change.   
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Main takeaways 
 

• The use of soft power tools seems relevant even beyond Europe, especially in contexts of 
informality. 

  
• The needed continuity in a time of the application of urban policies can be supported by an 

enhanced culture of urban quality. 
  

• Creating a shared vision of urban design can help to mobilize the relevant stakeholders. 
 

• The ability of local political leaders to engage key players without power, but with knowledge and 
energy – universities, private sector, civil society – seems to be key in helping to deliver an urban 
design “vision” which, on another hand, can cut through sometimes stifling top-down regulation and 
help to the fill the gaps between public and private expectations, ensuring continuity of urban 
development policies over longer periods and several public administrations. 

 
• By creating mechanisms of urban design governance that mix soft and hard power, we can mirror 

the complexity, diversity, and evolution of societies and cities, therefore facilitating the 
implementation of projects and, ultimately, enabling the change. 

 
• To deliver sustainable urban development, cities should get advise on how to strengthen their 

collective culture of good design and management of the urban environment. This requires making 
more extensive use of the wide variety of hard and soft-power tools of urban design governance 
that are available to public authorities, including the use of fiscal and financial instruments in 
rewarding quality-oriented developments. 
 

• More research is needed to understand and measure the benefits and limitations of soft power 
tools of urban design governance in developing countries, emerging economies, and crisis 
contexts.  
 

• In emerging economies and developing countries contexts there is often less emphasis on the state 
to deliver local environmental quality solutions, therefore the community-level bottom-up initiative 
can be essential. Occasionally, where coherent public interest focused administration is available, 
and then the state can provide a strong vision that harnesses other stakeholders. In both 
circumstances, the use of the informal tools of urban design governance using the soft powers of 
the state seems to offer greater flexibility and the potential for continuity and buy-in over time. Such 
tools provide the means to create and deliver more coherent urban quality visions that are not 
stifled by an over-reliance on hard regulations, and that can facilitate positive initiatives from 
wherever it comes – communities, politicians, the private sector or universities. 
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